NATIONAL RESERVE BANK OF TONGA

Prudential Statement No. 4 Revised 2017

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST RATES AND FEES AND CHARGES
BY LICENCED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1
This Statement is issued under Section 15(3) of the Financial Institutions Act,
2004.
1.2
One of the principal objectives of the Reserve Bank is to “promote financial
stability”. As part of its response to this objective the Reserve Bank requires a licensed
financial institution (LFI) to publicly disclose the interest rates and fees and charges
relating to its products and services. This enables the general public to compare interest
rates and fees and charges between various services/products and providers. This in turn
fosters market discipline and competitiveness.
1.3
The lack of understanding and awareness by the members of the public about the
financial services and products of LFIs they use/purchase is contributing to increasing
concerns on interest rates and fees and charges.
1.4
This Statement sets out the Reserve Bank’s requirements with regard to the form
and content of the disclosure of interest rates and fees and charges for LFIs in Tonga.

2. INTEREST RATES

Disclosure of Interest Rates
2.1
A LFI shall display in a conspicuous manner in each of its offices and branches in
Tonga the interest rates offered for deposits and charged on loan products.
2.2
The method of disclosure undertaken by a LFI for interest rates is entirely at its
discretion. The interest rates shall be publicly displayed in a conspicuous manner in each
office, branch and agency of the bank in Tonga through brochures, leaflets, booklets, or
electronic or static displays placed in a conspicuous place in the office, branch or agency.
It is a contravention of this Prudential Statement to not make available this information.
2.3 In response to enquiries about LFI services or products, LFI personnel must inform
the potential customer about applicable interest rates and related requirements/conditions.

2.4
Before a customer is committed to a particular deposit or loan product, LFI
personnel must provide clear and simple written disclosure of the annual percentage rate
and amount (or cost of credit) 1 as illustrated in Appendix D, the current interest rate for
the deposit or loan, the manner in which interest is calculated, the circumstances under
which the interest rate will vary, and penalties and forfeitures, if any. In the case of fixed
maturity loan products an LFI must also provide written advice of the amount of interest
which will be payable if the loan is repaid according to contractual terms and conditions.
All LFIs must be able to demonstrate that disclosure has taken place by maintaining in
file a copy of the calculation of annual percentage rate and the disclosure signed and
dated by borrowers before they are committed to a loan contract. A copy should be given
to the customer and the original produced for review and verification by the staff of the
Reserve Bank as required.
Effective Date
2.5
Where a LFI is proposing to increase or decrease interest rates for loan products it
shall ensure that existing customers are made aware of the revised rates at least thirty
(30) calendar days before the effective date by:
(1) posting in each office, branch and agency of the LFI in Tonga, a notice detailing
the proposed change in interest rates in a conspicuous place and at all teller
stations or other places in the office, branch or agency where funds are normally
received or paid out by the LFI;
(2) broadcasting over the radio and/or publishing in a local newspaper in general
circulation in Tonga for four (4) weeks a notice detailing the proposed increase or
decrease in interest rates on loan and deposit products.
2.6
A LFI should also give notice of interest rate decreases or increases for deposit
products at least thirty (30) calendar days before the effective date in the same manner
as outlined in 2.5 above. This is because a decrease or increase for one type of product
may make it relatively more or less attractive than was previously the case.
2.7
A LFI must notify the Reserve Bank in writing of the variation in interest rates on
loan and deposit products at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to effective date of the
decrease or increase in interest rates on loan and deposit products.
3. FEES AND CHARGES
Disclosure of Fees and Charges

1

Annual Percentage Rate is the rate that represents the actual annual cost of credit over the term of a loan.
This includes any fees charged by the banks or additional costs associated with a loan excluding third party
fees (PPSA, Insurance Premium etc). It provides borrowers with a bottom-line number they can easily
compare to rates charged by other potential lenders. A soft copy of the Annual Percentage Rate Calculator,
in Microsoft Excel format, has been circulated to all LFIs.

3.1
A LFI shall fully disclose all fees and charges on all the services and products it
offers to members of the public. Fees and charges can be disclosed in brochures, leaflets,
pamphlets or booklets placed in a conspicuous position in each of its offices and branches
in Tonga.
3.2
The method of disclosure undertaken by a LFI for fees and charges is entirely at its
discretion but the format used must conform to the disclosure standard of the Reserve
Bank as outlined in this Prudential Statement.
3.3
All disclosure brochures, leaflets, booklets, or electronic or static displays must be
made available to members of the public at all times. The brochures, leaflets, booklets, or
electronic or static displays must be clearly displayed in a manner noticeable to all
customers at each location of the bank’s operation and the bank’s website. It is a
contravention of this Prudential Statement to not make available this information.
3.4
In response to enquiries about LFI services or products, LFI personnel must
provide a copy of the fees and charges disclosure information. Customers should be
encouraged to study the fees and charges disclosure before proceeding.
Format for disclosure of Fees and Charges
3.5
A LFI’s fees and charges shall be grouped for disclosure purposes under three
main business headings - customer banking services, lending and international in the
formats set out in Appendix A, B and C. The generic names in the Reserve Bank’s
formats must be retained but a LFI may insert in brackets the specific names of
accounts/products it uses. Where a LFI offers additional products or services it should
clearly itemise these products and services under the appropriate sub-headings.
3.6
If a LFI does not have a fee or charge for a particular service or product, that
should be noted in the fees and charges brochure for the benefit of customers. For
example, a LFI should specifically state the number of free withdrawals and charges
associated with any additional withdrawals on passbooks accounts and electronic debit
cards.
3.7
If a LFI does not offer a particular service or product that is specified in the subheading of the disclosure format prepared by the Reserve Bank, the LFI should disclose
this in the fees and charges brochure as Not Applicable (N/A).
Pre-Contractual Conduct
3.8

2

LFIs shall fully disclose in writing to a customer before entering into a contract
for a loan or deposit product in the customer’s preferred language. The pre
contractual document should set out at a minimum the following:
(i)
For Open-End Credit 2:

Means pre-approved loan between a bank and borrower that may be used repeatedly up to a certain limit
and can subsequently be paid back prior to payments coming due. The pre-approved amount will be set out

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

The name and address of the bank;
Description and function of the Credit Contract;
Amount of credit limit;
Annual interest rate, base lending rate and Annual Percentage Rate;
Fees and charges (including explanation on how and when the fees and
charges apply)
(f) Calculation of interest charges including the frequency with which interest
is compounded and debited to the loan account and the balance on which
interest is calculated;
(g) Default interest rate/loan arrear fee;
(h) Changes to interest rates, fees and charges, and terms and conditions of the
contract;
(i) Statement of accounts (refer section 5);
(j) Payment obligations including due date of payments and amounts;
(k) Default, Subsequent bank’s actions & consequences, cancellation and
termination;
(l) Error and Dispute/Complaints Resolution; and;
(m) Glossary – Definition of words in relation to the credit contract.
(ii)

For closed-end credit 3:
(a) The name and address of the bank;
(b) Description and function of the credit contract;
(c) Required deposit amount or percentage;
(d) Amount of credit;
(e) Acceptance expiry date;
(f) Annual interest rate, base lending rate and Annual Percentage Rate;
(g) Calculation of interest rate including the frequency with which interest is
compounded and debited to the loan account and the balance on which
interest is calculated;
(h) Fees and charges (including explanation on how and when the fees and
charges apply);
(i) Default interest rate/loan arrear fee;
(j) Total payments – this includes the principal credit; interest payable and
any fees and charges;
(k) Payment schedule – specify the total costs (interest and fees) and
repayment of principal loan for each year, the number of years, amounts of
each payment and timing of payments scheduled to repay the obligation;
(l) Frequency of statement of account (refer section 5);
(m) Changes to Interest Rates, Fees and charges, and terms and conditions of
the contract;
(n) Payment obligations;

in the agreement between the lender and the borrower. Open end credit is also referred to as a “line of
credit” or “revolving line of credit”.
3
Closed end credit refers to a loan for a specific amount of money that requires full repayment of principal
and interest by a predetermined rate.

(o) Default, Subsequent Bank’s Actions & Consequences, Cancellation and
Termination;
(p) Error and Dispute/Complaints Resolution;
(q) Enforcement expenses;
(r) Mortgage/Security and Guarantee – relevant information about the terms
and conditions on Mortgage/Security and Guarantee; and
(s) Glossary – Definition of words in relation to the Credit Contract; and,
(t) Credit Contract Cancellation.
(iii) For Deposits:
(a) Rate Information – rate of interest of the deposit product
(b) Compounding & Crediting – the frequency with which interest is
compounded and credited and the balance on which interest is calculated.
Each bank must disclose the effect of closing an account before accrued
interest is calculated.
(c) Balance Information – information on the minimum balance required to
open an account, balance to be maintained to avoid the imposition of a fee
(or not); and required balance to obtain the annual yield must be disclosed.
(d) Fees and Charges – list the applicable fees and charges for the deposit
accounts and explain when and how these fees will apply.
(e) Transaction Limits – transaction limits include any limitations on the
number of free withdrawals or deposits.
(f) Time Deposit Accounts – For time deposit accounts, the maturity date and
early withdrawal penalties must be disclosed.
(g) Frequency of Interest Payment – details on the frequency of interest
payment during the period of the term deposits.
(h) Renewal Policies – explain how the bank will inform the customers on
maturity of term deposits.
(i) Bonuses – For account with bonus interest rates, the disclosure of bonuses
must be disclosed including the amount or type of any bonus, when the
bonus will be provided, and any minimum balance and time requirements
to obtain the bonus.
(j) Glossary – Definition of Words in Relation to Deposits.
Contractual Requirements
3.9

All contracts shall be in writing in the customer’s preferred language (plain
English and/or Tongan) and customers must be provided with a copy of the
contract free of charge. Any additional copies requested may be charged by the
LFI, which the customer must be informed prior to purchase.

3.10

LFIs shall only apply interest rates, fees and charges that are disclosed in loan and
deposit contracts.

Variable fees

3.11

No new fees shall be effected by a LFI after a customer enters into a contract for a
loan or deposit product. No increase in fees and charges shall be effected by a
LFI after a customer enters into a loan or deposit contract unless the contract
specifically provides for variable fees and charges. In which case the LFI must
state in the loan or deposit contract in specific terms the date(s) or frequency at
which the fees and charges are subject to recalculation and disclosed in the
customer’s preferred language the methodology to be used by the LFI for
calculating changes in fees and charges. A LFI must increase or decrease variable
fees and charges on the required date(s) or frequency in accordance with the
methodology disclosed in the loan or deposit contract. Where loan or deposit
contracts provide for variable fees and charges, the LFI must maintain written
documentation of the calculation using the methodology disclosed in the contract
and such calculations shall be made available to the customer and the Reserve
Bank on request free of charge.

Variable interest rates
3.12

Loan and deposit contracts which provide for variable interest rates must state in
specific terms the date(s) or frequency at which the interest rate will be
recalculated and increased or decreased and disclosed in the customer’s preferred
language the methodology to be used by the LFI for adjusting the interest rate. A
LFI must increase or decrease the interest rate on the required date(s) or
frequency and in accordance with the methodology disclosed in the loan or
deposit contract. Where a loan provides for a variable interest rate, the LFI must
maintain written documentation of the calculation using the methodology
disclosed in the contract and such calculations must be made available to the
customer and the Reserve Bank on request free of charge.

External Parties’ Fees
3.13 Where customers are expected to pay fees or charges to external parties e.g.
solicitors’ fees, valuation fees etc, a LFI should put customers on notice that a third party
fee or charge may be applicable. Third party fee or charge will not be included in the
Annual Percentage Rate calculation in Appendix D.
Effective Date of Fees and Charges
3.14 A LFI’s fees and charges brochures etc shall specify the effective date of those
charges. If charges for some products and services have been reduced or increased for a
specified time, the effective dates are to be covered by a separate notice.
3.15 In the case where a LFI is proposing to increase fees and charges or impose a new
fee or charge, it shall ensure that the customers are made aware of the revised fees and
charges at least 30 calendar days before the effective date by:
(i) posting in each office, branch and agency of the LFI in Tonga, a notice detailing
the proposed change in fees or other charges in a conspicuous place and at all

teller stations or other places in the office, branch or agency where funds are
normally received or paid out by the LFI. This includes changes to existing fees
and the introduction of new fees on all products and services;
(ii) publishing in a local newspaper in general circulation in Tonga, the changes in
fees and other charges, for four (4) weeks a notice detailing the proposed changes
in fees and other charges on all products and services.
3.16 A LFI should give notice of fee and charge decreases as well as increases at least
30 calendar days before the effective date. This is because a decrease for one type of
product may make it relatively more or less attractive than was previously the case.
Fees or changes to be on a cost recovery basis
3.17
Each LFI must notify the Reserve Bank in writing of any new fee or charge and
an increase in the existing fee or charge for any product or service at least 30 calendar
days before the effective date and provide details on how this was determined. LFIs must
ensure that all fees and charges are reasonably priced based on the costs associated with
the respective banking products and services, and may take into account any cross
subsidies. With the full details provided, the Reserve Bank shall raise any objections
within 30 calendar days.
3.18 LFIs shall not introduce new fees or charges on increase existing fees and charges
before a written notice through acceptable media has been made available to all
customers at least 30 calendar days before the effective date.
Changes to variable interest rates
3.19 For any increment on variable interest rates on existing credit and deposit
contracts, banks must provide a written notice through acceptable media 4 to all customers
at least 30 calendar days prior to the effective date. The new interest rates shall apply to
transactions that occur on or after the effective date of the new interest rates.
3.20 For marketing promotions which offer promotional rates, banks must ensure to
disclose the length of time the promotional rates will apply after a product is sold.
3.21 Further to the above responsibilities, LFIs engaging in foreign exchange business
are also required to quote fair market exchange rates for daily public display.
Risk Premium
3.22 LFIs shall submit to the Reserve Bank (annually by the end of December of every
year) the latest Board approved calculation of the LFI’s risk premiums that are included
in the calculation of the interest rate. (E.g. Interest Rate = base rate + country risk
premium + customer risk premium + other factors)
4

Acceptable media include written letter, newspaper advertisement, emails and SMS.

3.23 LFIs shall provide same information on the risk premium when interest rates
charged on loans change.
4. DEBITING AND CREDITING OF ACCOUNTS
A LFI shall charge to a customer’s loan account and pay to a customer’s deposit account
only the disclosed interest rate and fees and charges.
5. STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNT
5.1
A LFI shall provide customers, free of charge, with up to 4 written statement of
transactions on each deposit (other than a passbook or term deposit) and loan account
maintained with the LFI per annum upon the request of the customers. This statement
should clearly identify the amount of interest credited or debited to the account and the
amount and type of fees and charges debited to the account. A LFI must publish in a
newspaper(s) that is circulated in Tonga for four consecutive weeks a public
announcement notifying all customers that quarterly statements are available on request
free of charge. This public announcement must be made every quarter no later than 2
days from the end of each quarter.
5.2
A LFI may charge a fee, if disclosed, for additional statements requested by
customers.
6. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
6.1
Each LFI is required to provide to the Reserve Bank a list of all products and
services offered, along with the applicable fees and charges of each product and service.
The list must be provided in an electronic copy in the format in Appendices every six
months within 30 calendar days from the end of each LFI’s financial year, and each time
changes are made to the list of products and services and the list of fees and charges
within 30 calendar days from the date when the changes were made.
6.2
Each LFI must inform the Reserve Bank in writing of its intention to introduce a
new product or service at least 30 calendar days before it is introduced. Each LFI must
also inform the Reserve Bank in writing of the withdrawal of any existing product or
service within 30 calendar days after the product or service is withdrawn and the rationale
for this.
6.3
The Reserve Bank reserves the right to use and replicate the information provided
on each product and service for the objectives of this Prudential Statement and may
request the LFI to explain the rationale on how the fees and charges are determined at any
time.
7. LANGUAGE

7.1
A LFI should disclose information required in 2.5, 2.6, and 3.15 above in both the
English and Tongan languages.
8. COMPLIANCE WITH THE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
8.1

This disclosure statement is effective from 1st April 2017.

8.2
The Reserve Bank will conduct an annual survey to check compliance on the
disclosure practices of LFIs. If the survey finds that a LFI is not fully disclosing its
interest rates and fees and charges as required in this Prudential Statement the Reserve
Bank will first request the LFI to comply with the disclosure standard within 30 days. If
the LFI fails to comply with the request within the specified time or repeatedly breaches
the requirement, the Reserve Bank will take appropriate action under Section 33 of the
Financial Institutions Act 2004 and the administrative penalties outlined in Prudential
Statement No.3 Administrative Penalties.

National Reserve Bank of Tonga
February 2017

Appendix A
Disclosure on Fees and charges
Customer Banking Services Fees and Charges

Fee Description

1
a
b
c
d
e
f
2
a
b
c
d
e
f
3
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
4
a
5
a
b
c

Pass Book Saving Account
Minimum balance requirement
Service fee
Maintenance fee
Over the counter withdrawal fee
Number of free withdrawals
Inoperative fee account
Other Personal Saving Account (e.g. bonus
saver account, access account)
Minimum balance requirement
Service fee
Maintenance fee
Over the counter withdrawal fee
Number of free withdrawals
Inoperative fee account
Personal Cheque account
Minimum balance requirement
Service fee
Maintenance Fee
Cheque book fee
Over the counter withdrawal fee
Transaction fee
Collection Fee
Dormant Account Fee
Account overdrawn Fee
Account closure fee
Regal Cheque account
Loan administration fee
Business Cheque account
Minimum balance requirement
Service fee
Maintenance Fee

Amount Frequency (e.g.
one-off, monthly,
quarterly etc.

d
e
f
g
h
i
6
a
7
a
b
8
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
9
a
b
c
10
a
b
11
a
b
12
13
a
14
a

Cheque book fee
Over the counter withdrawal fee
Collection Fee
Account Overdrawn Fee
Transaction fee
Account closure fee
Deposit Bearing Interest Account
Dormant Fee
Term Deposit
Early Redemption Fee
Penalty rate
Electronic debit card
Minimum balance requirement
Service Fee
Electronic withdrawal
Over the Counter withdrawal
Number of free withdrawals
EFTPOS reject fee (transactions declined due
to insufficient funds)
Maximum amount allowed to be drawn per
day
Inoperative fee amount
Bank Cheque
Issuance
Duplicate/Replacement
Repurchase of Bank Cheque
Dishonoured Fee
Inward Dishonour (cheques deposited to
accounts)
Outward Dishonour (cheques drawn on
accounts)
Unapproved Excess Fees
Personal accounts
Business accounts
Stop Cheque/Payments Notice
Clearance of an account on reaching a
certain balance
At customer’s request
Internet Banking
Establishment fee

b
15
a
b
16
a
b
17
a
b
c
d
18
a
19
20
a
b
21
a
b
c
d
22
a
b
23
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

Transaction fee
Telephone Banking
Establishment fee
Transaction fee
Deposit
Deposit by mail without lodgement slip
Deposit slips if acting on fax or letter advise
Diskpay
Establishment fee
Wage/salary & creditor payment
Direct debit schedules
Payments to other bank accounts
Fax Messages
Statements/vouchers etc
Gang Payment Fees
Payments from Lists
Manual transfers to other
Wage/salary & creditor payment
Lost Passbook/Card/PIN
Passbook
Handycard/Access Card
Visa debit/credit card
PIN
Special Answer Fee
Cheques Drawn on our Bank
Cheques Drawn on other Banks
Safe Custody Fee
Sealed envelope (360mmx180mm)
Sealed envelope/boxes (up to 10000 cubic
cms)
Sealed envelope/boxes (over 10000 cubic cms)
Script and similar transactions
Request for transfer to another branch of bank;
each item
Frequent Access to Safe Custody, each time
you access
Lost Safe Custody Receipts, issue of
replacement Receipt

24 Statements – the bank will provide up to 4
statements free of charge per annum, upon
request from the customer
a Statements issued when full
b Special request for issue of statements
c Repeat statements
d Computer Printout
25 Certificates supplied
a Certificate of Balance of Account, each
account
b Certificate of Interest paid or received, each
account
c Comprehensive Certificates supplied for audit
purposes, Bill holdings, goods shipped, deeds
and documents held etc, each certificate
d
26
a
b
27
28
a
b
29
30
31
32
a
b
c
d

Photocopy/Replacement certificates
Change supplied
Bank customers
Other bank customers
Photocopying
Coins
Change (coins) per bag or roll
Coin counting per container
Voucher retrieval
Overnight Safe Deposit
Deposit Books
Periodical Payments
No payment due to lack of funds
Payment by bank cheque
Payments to accounts within the bank
Payments to accounts at other banks

Important customer notice: prior notice of 30 days would be given on any change in or
new fees or charges

Appendix B
Lending Fees and Charges

Fee Description

1
a
b
c

d
e
2
a
b
c
d

e
f
3
a
i
ii
iii

iv
v
b
i
ii
iii
iv
v
4
a
b
c

Amount Frequency (e.g.
one-off, monthly,
quarterly etc.)

Personal Loans
Loan establishment fee
Loan administration fee
Early settlement
Refinance
Settlement
Loan agreement fee
Loan variation fee
Housing Loans
Loan establishment fee
Loan administration fee
Housing loan certificate
Early settlement
Refinance
Settlement
Loan agreement fee
Loan variation fee
Business Loans
Term loan
Loan establishment fee
Loan administration fee
Early settlement
Refinance
Settlement
Loan agreement fee
Loan variation fee
Overdraft
Loan establishment fee
Loan administration fee
Line fee
Loan agreement fee
Loan variation fee
Agricultural Loans
Loan establishment fee
Loan administration fee
Early settlement

14

Refinance
Settlement
d
Loan agreement fee
e
Loan variation fee
5
Credit Cards
a
Loan establishment fee
i
Annual fee in advance
ii
Additional Card fee
iii ATM Cash Advance on Credit Card
iv Transaction fee – local fee if withdrawing
from cheque or savings account or using
EFTPOS locally
v
Overseas ATM Cash Advance fee
vi Foreign exchange conversion
vii Late payment (grace period applicable?)
viii Dishonoured payment/cheque
ix Duplicate statement
x
Transaction verification
xi Lost/Stolen Card – Replacement
xii Damaged Card – Replacement
xiii Emergency Card Replacement (applicable
outside region)
xiv Over limit fee (per month)
b
Loan administration fee
c
Merchant pricing
i
Merchant rates
ii
Establishment fee
iii Commission – where Credit Card (e.g.
American Express / Visa) is used to transact
from Savings/Cheque accounts at merchant
terminals
6
Letters of Credit (Documentary LC,
Standby LC)
a
Loan establishment fee
i
Outward LC
ii
Inward LC
iii Bank Guarantee
b
Loan administration fee
c
Amendment fee
7
Guarantees
a
Loan establishment fee
b
Loan administration fee
8
Other Loan Fees

15

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r

s

Search Fee
Searches of titles, firms, companies, bills of
sale, crop lien etc
Finance Company Search
Document Handling Fee
Registration
Stamping
Late/Loan Arrears Fee
Switch Fees (switching from one product to
another or changing interest rates)
Portability Fee (continue with loan but
switch securities)
Property Inspection Fee
Inspection
Photocopy of documents
Repayment suspension
Opinions
Cancellation
Insurance handling
Salary assignment
Holding fee
Progressive drawn – loan not fully
drawn down within 9 months from date
of acceptance of offer letter (Fee is
collected when draw is made, based on
amount undrawn up to that time.)
Term loans not fully drawn down within 4
months from date of acceptance of offer
letter

Important customer notice: prior notice of 30 days would be given on any change in
or new fees or charges
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Appendix C
International Fees and Charges

Fee Description

1
a
b
c
d
e
f
2

a

b

c
d
e
f
g
3
a
b
4
a
b
5
a
b
c

Amount Frequency (e.g. oneoff, monthly,
quarterly etc.

Payment Outwards
Issuance
Telegraphic Transfer
Telephonic Transfer
Issuance of Draft
Drafts and TTs in TOP
Draft and TTs in FCY from foreign
currency accounts
Other inward transfer (e.g. Moneygram,
Travellex)
Payments Inwards
Inward Telegraphic Transfers and
Drafts
Credited to local currency account
and/or foreign currency account with
the bank
Credited to local currency account
and/or foreign currency account with
other banks
Payment/encashment of TOP drafts
drawn on bank
Payment/encashment of TOP drafts
drawn on other banks
Inter-bank payment
Letter of Confirmation for receipts of
funds
Other outward transfer (e.g.
Moneygram, Travellex)
Travellers Cheques
Issue Travellers Cheques
Encash Travellers Cheques
Foreign Currency Notes
Buy/sell – non-bank customer
Buy/sell – bank customer
Foreign Currency Accounts
Account Service
Base
Activity Fee
Collection Fee
17

d
e

f
g
h
a
b
c
d

6
a
b
c
7
a
b
c
d
e
f

g

8
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

Maintenance Fee
Repeat Statement
• per first copy
• per additional copy
Audit Certificate
Dormant account fee
Account Closure
High Performance Savings
Withdrawal Fee
Minimum Balance Fee
Replacement Passbook
Inoperative Fees
Term Deposit Break Fee
Periodic Payment Transfer (for internal
transfer)
Forward Exchange Contracts
New Contracts
Extensions
Cancellations
Documentary Credits Inward
(Export Credits)
Advising Credits
Advising Amendments if credit
negotiated by bank
Negotiated by other bank
Confirmation of Credits
Acting as paying or reimbursing bank
Transferable Credits
• Simple Transfer
• Involved Transfer
Negotiations under Documentary
Credits
• Basic Fee
Documentary Credits Outward
(Import Credits)
Issuing Charges
Usance
Revolving Credits
Deferred Payment Credits
Amendments
Authorisation of Irregular Drawings
Authorisation of any other
discrepancies

18

9
a
b
10
a
b
c
d
11
a
b
12
a
b
c

a
b
13
a
a
b
i
ii
a
b
c
d
a
b
14
a
b

Import/Export Finance Facility
Processing Fee
Clean bills/cheques received for
collection
Dishonours
Clean Bills and Cheques
Documentary Items
Noting and Protesting a Bill
Storing and Insuring Goods
Commercial – Money Exchange
Companies
Cash Deposit
Drafts, T/chq Deposit
Repurchase of Drafts
Original Item on Hand
Original Item not on Hand
Placing a Stop Payment on Lost/Stolen
Item
Documentary Items
Sight or Term
Airmail Postage
Bills Inward
Negotiations of Clean Items
Travellers Cheques
Collection of Documentary Bills
Collection received from overseas
banks / branches/direct from drawers
Additional charges – airmail postage
Airmail postage
Swift
Responsibility Fee
For extension of a bill
Delivery orders
Part payment
Contact in case of need
Representation of Dishonoured Items
Clean Bills and Cheques
Documentary Items
Shipping Guarantees
Establishment
Half year charge
• First half year
• Second half year
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15
a

16
a
b
17
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
18

• Third & subsequent half year charge
Swap Commission
Non Commercial Transactions
• FCY cash deposit or swap for TT,
bank draft
• Drafts/T/chq deposit
Money Transfer (e.g. Moneygram,
Travellex)
International sends from Tonga
Domestic sends within Tonga
Bills Discounted (Inward Bills)
Acceptance Commission
30 Days
60 Days
90 Days
120 Days
150 Days
180 Days
Overseas Bills Discounted

Important customer notice: prior notice of 30 days would be given on any change in
or new fees or charges
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Appendix D
Example: A housing loan for $50,000 at nominal interest rate of 10% for 5 years.
Fees applicable are: monthly loan administration fee of $50, loan establishment fee
$2,000 and insurance handling fee $50 per annum which are spread over the term of
the loan.

NRBT Annual Percentage Rate Calculator
note: please input information in cells adjacent to blue line items only:
Loan Amount
Loan Fees
Total Amount
Financed
Total Number of
Payments (loan
term)
Loan Interest Rate
(initial)
Payments per
year
Monthly Rate
(divide by payments
per year)

$50,000.00
$2,000.00

Loan Term:
Loan term (months)

$52,000.00

Loan term (years)

60

5.00

Payment Frequency

10.00%

(enter 1 for monthly, 2 for
fortnightly, 3 for weekly)

12

Payments per year

0.0083

60

1

12

Total Number of Payments (loan
term)

60

Monthly Charges:
Monthly Payment,
amount financed
Monthly Charge
Total Monthly
Payment

($1,104.85)
($54.17)

Establishment fee
loan administration fee

$0.00
$50.00

($1,159.02)

Insurance handling fee
Other fees
Total monthly charges

$4.17
$0.00
$54.17

Actual Monthly Cost
of Credit

0.0101

Annual Percentage
Rate (Cost of
Credit) per annum

12.09%

Loan term (months)
Total Monthly Charges
(loan term)
Total Monthly Charges per
annum
Estimated Charge per payment
Effective Cost of Credit
(interest + fees & charges)
per annum

60
$3,250.20
$650.04
$54.17

$44,002.40

Instructions:
1) Loan Amount: Enter the amount financed
2) Loan Fees: Enter the loan fees (if any such as establishment fees) that are
added to the amount financed
Note: stamp duty, appraisal costs, mortgage registration or other pass through
or external party fees should not be included in fees
3) Loan Interest Rate: Enter the interest rate. For adjustable rate loans, enter the
rate at the time of closing.
4) Loan Term: Enter the loan term in months. If the term is quoted in years or
21

days, calculate the term in months. For overdraft lines of credit insert 1
5) Payment Frequency: Enter 1 for monthly, 2 for fortnightly, or 3 for weekly.
6) Monthly Charges: Enter ALL monthly fees (such as loan administration fees)
that are in addition to the principal & interest payment.
This includes other fees that are charged upfront by the bank (such as
establishment fee NOT added to amount financed in 2)) or on an annual basis
(e.g. insurance handling fee) but are spread over the term of the loan. The APR
calculation will exclude third party fees such as PPSA and Insurance premium,
stamp duty, mortgage registration fees etc
e.g. If annual charge is $50 for a 5 year loan, monthly charge = (50*5)/60 =
$4.17
7) Annual Percentage Rate: Once 1-6 are entered, the Annual Percentage Rate
will appear. Review data input if this rate is lower than the loan interest rate, as
this would definitely indicate an error in calculation.
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